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Glossary

Benefits:  Positive change in well-being from the fulfilment of needs and wants.

Benefits transfer approach: Economic valuation approach in which estimates obtained (by whatever method) in 

one context are used to estimate values in a different context (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment MA, 2005).

Biodiversity (a contraction of biological diversity):  #e variability among living organisms from all sources, 

including terrestrial, marine, and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part. 

Biodiversity includes diversity within species, between species, and between ecosystems. 

Biosphere:   #e sum of all ecosystems of the world. It is the component of the zone of the Earth that supports life.

Consumer surplus: #e benefits enjoyed by consumers as a result of being able to purchase a product for a price 

that is less than the most that they would be willing to pay.

Contingent valuation: Stated preference-based economic valuation technique based on a survey of how much 

respondents would be willing to pay for specified benefits.

Cost-benefit analysis:  A technique designed to determine the feasibility of a project or plan by quantifying its costs 

and benefits. 

Cultural services:  #e nonmaterial benefits people obtain from ecosystems through spiritual enrichment, cognitive 

development, reflection, recreation, and aesthetic experience, including, e.g., knowledge systems, social relations, 

and aesthetic values. 

Decision-maker:  A person whose decisions, and the actions that follow from them, can influence a condition, 

process, or issue under consideration. 

Direct use value (of ecosystems): #e benefits derived from the services provided by an ecosystem that are used 

directly by an economic agent. #ese include consumptive uses (e.g., harvesting goods) and nonconsumptive uses 

(e.g., enjoyment of scenic beauty). Agents are often physically present in an ecosystem to receive direct use value. 

Double counting of services:  Erroneously including the same service more than once in an analysis.

Economic valuation:  #e process of expressing a value for a particular good or service in a certain context (e.g., of 

decision-making) in monetary terms.

Ecosystem accounting:  #e process of constructing formal accounts for ecosystems.

Ecosystem function:  See Ecosystem process

Ecosystem management:  See Management (of ecosystems)

Ecosystem process:  An intrinsic ecosystem characteristic whereby an ecosystem maintains its integrity. Ecosystem 

processes include decomposition, production, nutrient cycling, and fluxes of nutrients and energy. 

Ecosystem services:  #e benefits people obtain from ecosystems. #ese include provisioning services such as food 

and water; regulating services such as flood and disease control; cultural services such as spiritual, recreational, and 

cultural benefits; and supporting services such as nutrient cycling that maintain the conditions for life on Earth. 

#e concept ‘‘ecosystem goods and services’’ is synonymous with ecosystem services (MA 2005).  #is MA typology 

provides one definition and classification scheme but, for the purposes of economic analysis, ecosystem services 

may also be defined as the direct and indirect contributions of ecosystems to human well-being.

Elasticity: A measure of responsiveness of one variable to a change in another, usually defined in terms of percentage 
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change. For example, own-price elasticity of demand is the percentage change in the quantity demanded of a good 

for a 1 percentage change in the price of that good. Other common elasticity measures include supply and income 

elasticity.  

Equity: Fairness of rights, distribution, and access. Depending on context, this can refer to resources, services, or 

power.  

Final services:  Ecosystem services with direct effects on human well-being.

Functional groups:  Groups of organisms that respond to the environment or affect ecosystem processes in a similar 

way. Examples of plant functional types include nitrogen- fixer versus non-fixer, stress-tolerant versus ruderal versus 

competitor, resprouter versus seeder, deciduous versus evergreen. Examples of animal functional types include 

granivorous versus fleshy-fruit eater, nocturnal versus diurnal predator, browser versus grazer. 

Indirect use value:  #e benefits derived from the goods and services provided by an ecosystem that are used 

indirectly by an economic agent. For example, an agent at some distance from an ecosystem may derive benefits 

from drinking water that has been purified as it passed through the ecosystem. 

Intermediate services:  Ecosystem services which contribute to the delivery of final services but do not affect 

human well-being directly.

Management (of ecosystems):  An approach to maintaining or restoring the composition, structure, function, and 

delivery of services of natural and modified ecosystems for the goal of achieving sustainability. It is based on an 

adaptive, collaboratively developed vision of desired future conditions that integrates ecological, socioeconomic, 

and institutional perspectives, applied within a geographic framework, and defined primarily by natural ecological 

boundaries. 

Non-linearity:  A relationship or process in which a small change in the value of a driver (i.e., an independent 

variable) produces an disproportionate change in the outcome (i.e., the dependent variable). Relationships where 

there is a sudden discontinuity or change in rate are sometimes referred to as abrupt and often form the basis of 

thresholds. In loose terms, they may lead to unexpected outcomes or ‘‘surprises’’.

Opportunity cost:  #e benefits forgone by undertaking one activity instead of another. 

Option value:  #e value of preserving the option to use services in the future either by oneself (option value) or by 

others or heirs (bequest value). Quasi-option value represents the value of avoiding irreversible decisions until new 

information reveals whether certain ecosystem services have values society is not currently aware of. 

Producer surplus:  #e benefits enjoyed by producers as a result of being able to sell a product for a price that is 

higher than the least that they would be willing to sell for.

Productivity:  Rate of biomass produced by an ecosystem, generally expressed as biomass produced per unit of 

time per unit of surface or volume. Net primary productivity is defined as the energy fixed by plants minus their 

respiration. 

Provisioning services:  #e products obtained from ecosystems, including, for example, genetic resources, food and 

fiber, and fresh water. 

Regulating services:  #e benefits obtained from the regulation of ecosystem processes, including, for example, the 

regulation of climate, water, and some human diseases. 

Resilience:  #e level of disturbance that an ecosystem can undergo without crossing a threshold to a situation 

with different structure or outputs. Resilience depends on ecological dynamics as well as the organizational and 

institutional capacity to understand, manage, and respond to these dynamics.  

Revealed preference:  Consumer preferences can be understood through observations of consumer behavior.
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Scale:  #e measurable dimensions of phenomena or observations expressed in physical units, such as meters, 

years, population size, or quantities moved or exchanged. In observation, scale determines the relative fineness and 

coarseness of different detail and the selectivity among patterns these data may form. 

Stakeholder:  A person, group or organization that has a stake in the outcome of a particular activity.

Stated preference:  Consumer preference understood through questions regarding willingness to pay or willingness 

to accept.

Supporting services:  Ecosystem services that are necessary for the production of all other ecosystem services. Some 

examples include biomass production, production of atmospheric oxygen, soil formation and retention, nutrient 

cycling, water cycling, and provisioning of habitat. 

Sustainability:  A characteristic or state whereby the needs of the present and local population can be met without 

compromising the ability of future generations or populations in other locations to meet their needs. 

Sustainable flow (of ecosystem services):  #e availability of ecosystem services to yield a continuous benefit to 

present generations while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future generations. 

Sustainable use (of ecosystems):  Using ecosystems in a way that benefits present generations while maintaining 

the potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future generations.

Trade-offs:  Management choices that intentionally or otherwise change the type, magnitude, and relative mix of 

services provided by ecosystems. 

Utility:  In economics, the measure of the degree of satisfaction or happiness of a person. 

Valuation:  #e process of expressing a value for a particular good or service in a certain context (e.g., of decision-

making) usually in terms of something that can be counted, often money, but also through methods and measures 

from other disciplines (sociology, ecology, and so on). 

Value:  #e contribution of an action or object to user-specified goals, objectives, or conditions. 

Well-being:  A context- and situation-dependent state, comprising basic material for a good life, freedom and 

choice, health and bodily well-being, good social relations, security, peace of mind, and spiritual experience  

(MA 2005).

Willingness to accept:  #e minimum amount that a person is willing to receive to give up a good in their 

possession.

Willingness to pay:  #e maximum amount that a person is willing to pay for a good they do not have.
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FOREWORD

Services derived from ecosystems contribute to individual and societal well-

being. #ey fall into categories such as provisioning services like food and 

timber; regulating services like climate regulation and waste minimization; 

cultural services from education to aesthetics and supporting services such as soil 

formation and nutrient cycling. 

In recent years, economic valuation of ecosystem services has increasingly been 

seen by decision makers and development practitioners, as a tool to resolve 

conflicting choices and trade-offs, involving limited and competing resources. 

Most of the provisioning and cultural services of ecosystem such as timber, fish 

and recreation are easily captured by economists through well-known market 

and non market methods. 

Nevertheless, valuation of regulating services such as regulation of climate, water and some human diseases and 

supporting services such as bioremediation by wetlands or carbon storage by forest are more difficult to estimate 

and thus pose serious challenges to planners and practitioners.

Valuation of regulating services has special significance in the context of ecosystem accounting at the level of 

national income to make it more sustainable and comprehensive. Several developing countries like Brazil and India 

are now attempting to undertake such accounting as part of initiative to translate the global work of #e Economics 

of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) into national settings. Valuing regulating services also help in establishing 

the credibility of innovative response policies such as Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES). PES has potential 

to provide cost effective management options for ecosystems including bringing clarity to issues like Access and 

Benefit Sharing (ABS) of genetic resources for biodiversity conservation.

#is manual explores methods and necessary tools for valuing regulating ecosystem services. It explains the concept 

and methodology involved. #e clarity in methodological steps, combined with rich illustrations, should prove an 

asset for practitioners and end users alike.

Mr. Achim Steiner,

United Nations Under-Secretary General and Executive Director,

United Nations Environment Programme
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1. Introduction

1.1 Regulating services of ecosystems

Natural ecosystems deliver a range of benefits for people. #ese benefits are known as ecosystem services.  #e 

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) typology of ecosystem services identified four main categories: 

Provisioning services – #e products obtained from ecosystems, including genetic resources, food and fiber, 

and fresh water.

Regulating services – #e benefits obtained from the regulation of ecosystem processes, including the 

regulation of climate, water, and some human diseases.

Cultural services – #e nonmaterial benefits people obtain from ecosystems through spiritual enrichment, 

cognitive development, reflection, recreation, and aesthetic experience, including, knowledge systems, social 

relations, and aesthetic values.

Supporting services – Ecosystem services that are necessary for the production of all other ecosystem services. 

Examples include biomass production, production of atmospheric oxygen, soil formation and retention, 

nutrient cycling, water cycling, and provisioning of habitat.

Supporting services and many regulating services underpin the delivery of the other service categories.  Regulating 

services provide many direct and indirect benefits to humans, including clean air and water, pollination, climate 

regulation and disease control (Table 1). #e maintenance of the Earth’s biosphere in an otherwise hostile cosmic 

environment depends on a delicate balance between these regulating services (de Groot et al. 2002). Sustainable 

ecosystem service delivery depends on the health, integrity and resilience of the ecosystem. 

For economic valuation, the services flowing from ecosystems must be amenable to economic analysis in that they 

should serve the consumptive or productive purposes of humans. Most of the provisioning and cultural services 

like timber, fish and recreation are services that the economics profession has long been adept at estimating the 

economic value of.  However, regulating services present much greater challenges (Kumar and Wood 2010).  

One area of confusion in the valuation of regulating services has been the difficulties faced in deciding on what 

should be valued – the ecosystem processes or the service. Actually, benefits are the end element of an ecosystem 

process-service-benefit chain and only these benefits enter into the domain of well-being that is likely to be analyzed 

for policy and decision-making discourse (Fisher and Turner 2008). Regulating services of ecosystems can be 

both final and intermediate services.  Economic science uses the taxonomy of final and intermediate good, stock 

and flow for accounting and valuation purposes. Adopting the final and intermediate classification of regulating 

services enables a more direct aligning and application of classical valuation methodologies to estimating the value 

of regulating services.
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Table 1. Examples of regulating services (MA 2005)

Service !"#$%&%'$ Examples

Air quality regulation !"#$%"&%'%&()*)+%,)'-./%'("'.01'
2$.30+*'4*'%,0++0"5'&-%,0&.3)'+('+-%'
.+,()6-%1%'708%89')%1/0"5'.)'.':)($1&%;<'
(1'%=+1.&+0"5'&-%,0&.3)'>1(,'+-%'
.+,()6-%1%'708%89')%1/0"5'.)'.':)0"?;<

!' @.?%)')%1/%'.)'.')0"?'>(1'0"A$)+10.3'%,0))0(")'(>'
)$36-$1'&(,6($"A)

!' B%5%+.+0("'C1%)'%,0+'6.1+0&$3.+%)9'51($"AD3%/%3'
(E("%9'."A'/(3.+03%'(15."0&'&(,6($"A)

Climate regulation F3(4.3G'!"#$%"&%'%&()*)+%,)'-./%'("'
53(4.3'&30,.+%'4*'%,0++0"5'51%%"-($)%'
5.)%)'(1'.%1()(3)'+('+-%'.+,()6-%1%'
(1'4*'.4)(140"5'51%%"-($)%'5.)%)'(1'
.%1()(3)'>1(,'+-%'.+,()6-%1%

!' H(1%)+)'&.6+$1%'."A')+(1%'&.14("'A0(=0A%
!' I.++3%'."A'10&%'6.AA0%)'%,0+',%+-."%

J%50(".3'."A'3(&.3G'!"#$%"&%'
%&()*)+%,)'-./%'("'3(&.3'(1'1%50(".3'
+%,6%1.+$1%9'61%&060+.+0("9'."A'(+-%1'
&30,.+0&'>.&+(1)

!' H(1%)+)'&."'.>>%&+'1%50(".3'1.0">.33'3%/%3)

Water regulation !"#$%"&%'%&()*)+%,)'-./%'("'+-%'
+0,0"5'."A',.5"0+$A%'(>'K.+%1'1$"(>>9'
#((A0"59'."A'.2$0>%1'1%&-.15%9'
6.1+0&$3.13*'0"'+%1,)'(>'+-%'K.+%1'
)+(1.5%'6(+%"+0.3'(>'+-%'%&()*)+%,'(1'
3."A)&.6%

!' L%1,%.43%')(03'>.&030+.+%)'.2$0>%1'1%&-.15%
!' J0/%1'#((A63.0")'."A'K%+3."A)'1%+.0"'K.+%1'M'

K-0&-'&."'A%&1%.)%'#((A0"5'A$10"5'1$"(>>'6%.?)'
M'1%A$&0"5'+-%'"%%A'>(1'%"50"%%1%A'#((A'&("+1(3'
0">1.)+1$&+$1%

Erosion regulation B%5%+.+0/%'&(/%1'1%+.0")')(03N'&(1.3'1%%>)'
61(+%&+'&(.)+.3'.1%.)''

!' B%5%+.+0("')$&-'.)'51.))'."A'+1%%)'61%/%"+)')(03'
3())'A$%'+('K0"A'."A'1.0"9'."A'61%/%"+)')03+.+0("'(>'
K.+%1'K.*)

!' H(1%)+)'("')3(6%)'-(3A')(03'0"'63.&%9'+-%1%4*'
61%/%"+0"5'3."A)30A%)

()&"*+,-*%#.)&%'$+)$/+
waste treatment

J(3%'%&()*)+%,)'63.*'0"'+-%'C3+1.+0("'
."A'A%&(,6()0+0("'(>'(15."0&'K.)+%)'
."A'6(33$+."+)'0"'K.+%1N'.))0,03.+0("'
."A'A%+(=0C&.+0("'(>'&(,6($"A)'
+-1($5-')(03'."A')$4)(03'61(&%))%)

!' O%+3."A)'1%,(/%'-.1,>$3'6(33$+."+)'>1(,'K.+%1'
4*'+1.660"5',%+.3)'."A'(15."0&',.+%10.3)

!' P(03',0&1(4%)'A%51.A%'(15."0&'K.)+%9'1%"A%10"5'0+'
3%))'-.1,>$3

Disease regulation !"#$%"&%'+-.+'%&()*)+%,)'-./%'("'+-%'
0"&0A%"&%'."A'.4$"A."&%'(>'-$,."'
6.+-(5%")

!' !"+.&+'>(1%)+)'1%A$&%'+-%'(&&$11%"&%'(>')+."A0"5'
K.+%1'M'.'41%%A0"5'.1%.'>(1',()2$0+(%)'M'."A'
+-%1%4*'&."'1%A$&%'+-%'61%/.3%"&%'(>',.3.10.

Soil quality regulation J(3%'%&()*)+%,)'63.*'0"')$)+.0"0"5'
)(03Q)'40(3(50&.3'.&+0/0+*9'A0/%1)0+*'
."A'61(A$&+0/0+*N'0"'1%5$3.+0"5'."A'
6.1+0+0("0"5'K.+%1'."A')(3$+%'#(KN'."A'
0"')+(10"5'."A'1%&*&30"5'"$+10%"+)'."A'
5.)%)

!' P(,%'(15."0),)'.0A'0"'A%&(,6()0+0("'(>'(15."0&'
,.++%19'0"&1%.)0"5')(03'"$+10%"+'3%/%3)

!' P(,%'(15."0),)'.%1.+%')(039'0,61(/%')(03'
&-%,0)+1*9'."A'0"&1%.)%',(0)+$1%'1%+%"+0("

!' R"0,.3'K.)+%'>%1+030E%)')(03

Pest regulation !"#$%"&%'%&()*)+%,)'-./%'("'+-%'
61%/.3%"&%'(>'&1(6'."A'30/%)+(&?'6%)+)'
."A'A0)%.)%)

!' L1%A.+(1)'>1(,'"%.14*'>(1%)+)'M')$&-'.)'4.+)9'
+(.A)9'."A')".?%)'M'&(")$,%'&1(6'6%)+)

Pollination J(3%'%&()*)+%,)'63.*'0"'+1.")>%110"5'
6(33%"'>1(,',.3%'+('>%,.3%'#(K%1'6.1+)

!' S%%)'>1(,'"%.14*'>(1%)+)'6(330".+%'&1(6)

0)&-*)1+2)3)*/+
regulation

I.6.&0+*'>(1'%&()*)+%,)'+('1%A$&%'+-%'
A.,.5%'&.$)%A'4*'".+$1.3'A0).)+%1)'
)$&-'.)'-$110&."%)'+(',.0"+.0"'".+$1.3'
C1%'>1%2$%"&*'."A'0"+%")0+*

!' T."51(/%'>(1%)+)'."A'&(1.3'1%%>)'61(+%&+'
&(.)+30"%)'>1(,')+(1,')$15%)

!' S0(3(50&.3'A%&(,6()0+0("'61(&%))%)'1%A$&%'
6(+%"+0.3'>$%3'>(1'K03AC1%)

1.2 Objectives of this manual

#e objectives of this manual are:

! to identify and evaluate different methodologies for valuing regulating services in economic terms;

! to provide guidance on the main issues that need to be considered and addressed when using these different 

valuation methodologies;
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! to demonstrate, through case studies, the application of these methodologies to the valuation of regulating 

services and the scope for incorporating these values into decision-making processes.

#e theory and general guidance is provided in the main text of the manual.  #e case studies are presented in the 

Appendix.

1.3 Users of this manual

#is manual is directed towards practitioners in environmental economics. Its primary use is expected to be as a 

supporting tool for estimating the economic value of regulating services provided by a particular ecosystem in a 

particular area and for a specified time period.  

Policy-makers, interest groups and the public require reliable information on the environmental, social and 

economic value of regulating services to make informed decisions on optimum use and on the conservation of 

ecosystems. Information on the economic value of regulating services is thus needed for evaluating different land-

use options. 

#e manual attempts to answer some of the basic questions that may arise in the mind of policy-makers: What are 

the economic values of various regulating services and why are these values useful? In what contexts should these 

economic values be used? Whose perspective is considered while estimating these values? How can these values be 

put into practice?  #e discussion is supported by a compendium of case studies (presented in the Appendix).

Although the manual has been developed for practitioners, it is recognized that decision-makers and other 

stakeholders may wish to use the manual to develop their own understanding of the valuation process.  To make 

the manual accessible to these other potential users, the text has been written with this wider readership in mind 

and a glossary has been provided at the start of the manual.
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2. Background to economic valuation of regulating services

Environmental decision-makers must make choices between options that are often characterized by a wide range 

of conflicting impacts, which are expressed in incommensurable units. Impacts may be expressed in physical 

terms (e.g., change in forest cover), monetary terms or qualitatively. To simplify decision-making it is advantageous 

to convert these impacts to a commensurable unit.

Economic value establishes a common metric of value (money). Because all values are estimated using this common 

metric, values of different goods and services can be aggregated, i.e., commensurable values can be established 

(DEFRA 2007). Various stakeholders have different and often competing interests in natural resources which 

provide regulating services (Pagiola et al. 2004). Estimating the values of unlike goods and services provides the 

opportunity to make comparisons on the best use for a given natural resource. Such comparison should be made in 

specific decision contexts with specific trade-off criteria (Barbier et al. 1997, Gregersen et al. 1999).

Despite the perceived ecological, environmental and socio-economic values of regulating services, there are many 

shortcomings in the management, utilization, conservation and protection of ecosystems that produce these 

services. One reason for this is that their true economic values have not been estimated accurately. 

Ecosystems produce various goods and services which contribute to meeting needs of mankind in different ways. 

#ese contributions occur through: (1) direct use of the goods and services; (2) indirect use of the goods and 

services; (3) option for future use of goods and services; and (4) the mere existence of ecosystems. Ideally, values of 

goods and services should reflect the best alternative use for resources (true opportunity cost), or the true willingness 

to pay for the goods and services, excluding government interventions and including all the externalities.  However, 

conventional analysis, based mostly on marketable value, often fails to capture the benefits completely.  #is is 

because many of these services do not enter the market, only a part of the total benefits are actually recorded by 

market transactions and many of these benefits are actually misattributed (Panayotou 1998). For example, the 

water regulation services provided by a wetland may appear as higher profits in water using sectors and not as 

benefits provided by the wetland ecosystem (Barbier et al. 1997). 

Economic value estimates and measures are based on people’s preferences. It is generally assumed that individuals, 

and not the government, are the best judges of what they want. People express their preferences through the choices 

and trade-offs they make. 

#e economic value of any service, for example traveling in a flight from one place to another, is measured by the 

maximum amount of other things that a person is willing to give up. In a market-based economy, money is the 

universally accepted measure of economic value. #us, the number of dollars that a person is willing to pay for 

traveling on a flight from one place to another should equate to the other goods and services that they are willing 

to give up to take that flight. #is is often referred to as “willingness to pay (WTP)”.

In general, if the price of a good or service increases, the demand for that particular good or service decreases. #is 

is referred to as the law of demand. By estimating the demand for a good or service at different prices and plotting 

a graph, we can construct the demand curve for that good or service. 

A common mistake is to think that the market price of a good or service is its actual economic value. In fact, the 

market price only tells us the minimum amount that people are willing to pay for that good or service. As discussed 

previously, markets are rarely perfect so market price is unable to reflect the true economic value of an ecosystem 

good or service. When the market doesn’t capture the value of these services, techniques associated with “shadow 

pricing” can be used to indirectly estimate their value (Panayotou 1998, DEFRA 2007, Dasgupta 2010, Polasky 

and Segerson 2009, Barbier 2007, Morse-Jones et al. 2009).
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In order to make a case for efficient resource allocation based on economic valuation of regulating services, we 

require an estimate of the net economic benefit from that regulating service. #e total net economic benefit from 

the service is the sum of consumer surplus and producer surplus.

Consumer surplus is the additional amount that the consumers are willing to pay for a particular regulating service, 

beyond what they actually pay, is the consumer surplus associated with that regulating service. #is amount can 

be estimated easily if we are able to derive the demand curve for the regulating service. It is important to note here 

that consumer surplus is sensitive to the market price of a particular regulating service, whereas the willingness to 

pay for that service is independent of its market price. 

Complementary to the demand curve, the supply curve shows the quantity of supply for a particular good or 

service at different prices. Producers of goods and services receive economic benefits based on the profits they make 

from selling. Economic benefits in this case are measured by producer surplus which is the amount that producers 

receive for a given good or service by selling it, beyond the amount they are willing to sell that good or service for.

Generally, regulating services are not sold and bought in markets, so people do not pay for these services directly. 

However, it should not be assumed that services do not have value, just because they are not traded in the market. 

People derive utility from the services provided by ecosystems. #is paradigm of value, based on the principle of 

human welfare, is known as the utilitarian concept. All methods of economic valuation are based on the theoretical 

axioms and principles of welfare economics. #ese measures of change in welfare are reflected in people’s WTP 

or willingness to accept (WTA) compensation for changes in ecosystem goods and services. Although WTP and 

WTA are often used interchangeably, WTP, which provides a measure of how much purchasing power people are 

willing to give up to get a particular (or set of ) regulating services, should be used when beneficiaries of ecosystem 

services do not own the resource or when service levels are being increased. In contrast, WTA is appropriate when 

beneficiaries own the resource providing the service or when the service levels are being reduced (MA 2005).
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Box 1: Dual nature of regulating services (Gregersen et al. 1999)
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3. Role of valuation in decision making

Regulating services are generally under-valued in a decision-making context so it is hardly surprising that 

ecosystems are being rapidly modified, converted, over-exploited and degraded in the interests of other more 

‘productive’ land and resource management options, which appear to yield much higher and more immediate 

profits (Emerton 2003).  Typically, even if individuals are aware of the regulating services provided by an ecosystem, 

they are neither compensated for providing these services nor penalized for misusing them (MA 2005).  

#e problem is not that regulating services have no economic value, but rather that this value is poorly understood, 

rarely articulated, and as a result is rarely taken into account during decision-making (Emerton et al. 2002). 

Although conventional analysis states that the most efficient allocation of resources is the one that maximizes 

economic returns, calculations of the returns to different land, resource and investment options have for the most 

part failed to deal adequately with values of regulating services (Heal 2000).

Decisions regarding land-use management have generally been made on the basis of partial information and 

have thus favored short-term (and often unsustainable) development imperatives (See Box 1). In the absence of 

information on the ‘true’ economic value of regulating services, substantial misallocation of resources has occurred 

(James 1991). Valuation of regulating services can provide a powerful instrument for placing this issue on the 

agenda of decision-makers. #e basic aim of valuation is to determine people’s preferences: how much are people 

willing to pay for regulating services, and how much better or worse off would they consider themselves to be 

as a consequence of changes in the supply of these regulating services. By reflecting these preferences, valuation 

aims to make regulating services comparable with other economic sectors when decisions are taken regarding 

land and resource use. When properly valued, the total economic value (TEV) of regulating services in most 

instances exceeds the economic gains, mainly financial, from activities which are based on ecosystem conversion or 

degradation (Emerton et al. 2002, Pagiola et al. 2004). 

#e values required for decision-making and the methodology (or methodologies) used to estimate them, will 

depend on the decision context (Gregersen et al. 1999). In all cases, we are interested in incremental changes in 

values rather than absolute values (Pagiola et al. 2004).  #ese incremental changes in the values of regulating 

services associated with a proposed activity should be compared with the status quo, i.e., the comparison should be 

between estimates in situations “with and without” the proposed activity (Bingham, et al., 1995, DEFRA 2007).
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4. Understanding regulating services

Regulating services such as water and disease regulation often tend to change over much longer time scales than 

do provisioning services. Consequently, managers often overlook impacts on more slowly changing regulating 

services when pursuing increased usage of provisioning services.

Regulating services contribute to provisioning services by providing enabling conditions for the flow of such 

provisioning services. For example, regulating services reduce soil erosion and modulate micro-climatic conditions 

that are beneficial to crop production, indirectly enhancing agricultural productivity. On a large scale, various parts 

of ecosystems, such as land cover, soil organisms and phytoplankton, regulate climate (Falkowski et al. 2000). 

Growing evidence indicates that many indigenous communities recognize the importance of regulating services 

provided by different ecosystems. Certain traditions and customs help to conserve biodiversity, providing protection 

against excessive land-clearing and maintaining water quality (Ramakrishnan et al. 1998, Atran, et al. 1999, Berkes 

and Kslalioglu, et al. 1998, Berkes 2003, Folke 2004).

Most of the decisions about ecosystem services involve trade-offs (Rodríguez, et al. 2006). Trade-off occurs between 

different services as well as between the present and future supply of a service. For example, consider the simple 

case of agriculture. Agriculture improves food availability (provisioning service) by clearing forest which leads 

to a decline in services such as water purification and climate regulation (regulating services) provided by the 

patch of forest that existed before. In such decisions about ecosystem services which involve trade-offs, people 

generally prefer provisioning and cultural services over regulating services (Carpenter et al. 2006). #us, people 

often tend to undervalue regulating services that create other services. Consequently, decision-makers often ignore 

these regulating services in ways that seriously undermine the long-term existence of provisioning services from 

different ecosystems.

Impacts of extreme events can be moderated by building ecological resilience through greater attention to regulating 

services. #ese services are associated with the capacity of ecosystems to cope with, or to adapt to, disturbances of 

various kinds (Carpenter, Bennett and Peterson 2006). #us, maintenance and enhancement of regulating services 

provide important insurance and adaptability against accelerating ecological changes.

De Groot et al. (2002) have demonstrated that regulating services do not always show a one-to-one correspondence: 

sometimes a regulating service is the product of two or more processes whereas in other cases a single process 

contributes to more than one service. For example, the gas regulation service is based on biogeochemical processes 

which maintain a certain air quality but also influence the greenhouse effect and thereby regulate climate. 
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5. Regulating services across various ecosystems

5.1 Air quality regulation

Life on Earth exists within a narrow band of chemical balance in the biosphere. Any change in this balance 

can have serious implications on social and economic processes (de Groot et al. 2002). Regulating services 

help to maintain the general chemical composition of the atmosphere, thereby contributing in keeping the planet 

habitable. 

Trees trap airborne particulate matter and help to improve air quality and human health. Air quality regulation is 

particularly important in the urban context, with rising populations and industrial growth. A study conducted in 

Tuscon, Arizona estimated that planting 500,000 mesquite trees would remove 6,500 tonnes of particulate matter 

annually once the trees reach maturity (McPherson 1992, Dwyer et al. 1992). Tuscon spends approximately US$ 

1.5 million on an alternative dust-control program. #us, the air quality regulation value of each tree in Tuscon is 

US$ 4.16.

5.2 Biodiversity regulation

Although this category of regulating service has a limited use value, be it direct or indirect, biodiversity regulation 

is important for many reasons, including its role as a storehouse for genetic material that can be used in the future 

(option value) and its contribution to natural pest and disease control (Krieger 2001). #e US Forest Service 

estimates that replacing the pest control services of birds in forests with chemical pesticides would cost more than 

US$ 17 per hectare (Moskowitz and Talberth 1998). Moskowitz and Talberth (1998) report that the cost to US 

agriculture of replacing natural pest control services by ecosystems with chemical pesticides would be approximately 

US$ 54 billion annually.  Reid (1999) reports a case of a banana plantation in Costa Rica which pays an adjacent 

forested conservation area US$ 1.00 per hectare annually to provide natural pest control services. Because such 

costs have not actually been incurred, these estimates represent only the cost of replacing these regulating services 

and not the actual value of these services.

5.3 Pollination

Worldwide, there has been growing realization of the importance of pollination services for both wild plant 

communities and agricultural systems (Buchmann and Nabhan 1996, Allen-Warden 1998). Many economically 

important species require pollination to produce marketable crops. Yet, hard figures on the economic value of 

pollination are still lacking. Very few studies have specifically conducted analyses that match the scales at which 

land-use decisions are made. Estimates of the annual monetary value of pollination vary widely, from US$120 

billion annually for all pollination services (Costanza et al. 1997), to US$ 200 billion per year for global agricultural 

alone (Richards 1993). #is wide range, to a certain extent, represents the lack of common methods for valuing 

pollination. #ere are no precise estimates for the dependence of food production on pollination across the world, 

a range of approximately 1/4 to 1/3 is usually quoted as the amount of food produced that is dependent on 

pollination based on yields, recognizing that there is marked regional variation (Gemmill et al. 2009, FAOSTAT 

2009) (See Case studies 08 and 18). #e heterogeneity in the methodology is due to differences in context, purpose 

and availability of data.
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Pollinator-dependent crops in Africa are presented in Table 2.  #e table provides estimates of the yield increase 

from pollinator visits and an indication of the estimate uncertainty. Estimates of yield increases are primarily taken 

from Crane and Walker (1984). #e regulating service of pollination provides benefits to US agriculture in the 

range of US$ 4 to 7 billion annually (Moskowitz and Talberth 1998, Taylor 2004).
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5.4 Shoreline protection

Valuation of the shoreline protection services provided by natural infrastructures requires an understanding of 

the protection afforded by different types of natural systems in different natural settings, under different storm 

scenarios, coupled with information on property values in areas receiving at least some protection from the natural 

systems under analysis (WRI 2009). #e usual methodology used for valuing this function is the “avoided cost” 

approach. It involves estimating the likely damage (and associated economic losses) to a coastal area from a given 

storm event, both with and without the natural infrastructure presence. #e difference is “avoided damages”, which 

can be attributed as the benefits derived from these natural systems (Das and Vincent 2007).

Some of the essential elements of understanding the damages avoided due to the presence of natural infrastructures 

(WRI 2009) include:

! Understanding the storm regime for an area (frequency, intensity, storm surge, wave height associated with 

expected storm as well as the historic damage caused by such storms).

! Identifying vulnerable land areas susceptible to wave-induced erosion and storm damage. #ese areas can 

generally be classified based on elevation and coastal proximity.

! Identifying coastal segments which are protected by natural infrastructures.

! Evaluating the share of coastal protection provided by natural systems.

! Estimating the property values of land areas identified as both vulnerable to and protected against storm-

damages. #e damages should also account for the revenues generated by businesses in the area.

! Combining all these individual elements to estimate the reduction in damages attributable to natural systems.

#ere are inevitable uncertainties associated with this multi-stage modeling approach. To reflect the uncertainties 

surrounding these estimates, ranges (such as +/- 20%) can be established around the central estimates (WRI 2009).

#e Institute of Marine Affairs in Trinidad developed a coastal protection classification index which integrates 

nine physical characteristics to estimate the relative resistance of each coastal segment to wave-induced erosion 

and storm-damages (WRI 2009). #ese indices can be used to evaluate the role that natural infrastructures play 

in reducing vulnerability to erosion and damage (See Box 2 and Table 3). #e methodology has been developed 

keeping in mind that reliable estimates of the cost of replacement by man-made structures are limited, making 

estimation of value difficult. 
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5.5 Soil stabilization and erosion control

Ecosystems such as forests, wetlands and mangroves help to stabilize soils, reducing erosion. #e vegetative cover 

shelters soil from the force of rain by intercepting rainfall while roots help to maintain the soil structure (Myers 

1996). Plants growing along shorelines and submerged vegetation near coastal areas contribute greatly in controlling 

erosion and facilitating sedimentation (See Case study 04).
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#e costs associated with erosion include loss of soil productivity for agriculture, damage to roads and other 

infrastructure, filling in of ditches and reservoirs, reduced water quality and impacts on fish populations (Krieger 

2001). #e value estimates of this service primarily reflect the costs associated with sedimentation.

Another aspect of this regulating service is the soil formation function. Soil is formed through the weathering of 

rocks and gradually becomes fertile through the accretion of organic matter and minerals (de Groot 2002). #is 

slow process (Pimentel et al. 1997) has significant implications for maintenance of crop productivity on cultivated 

lands (See Case study 15).

5.6  Water quality regulation

Ecosystems such as forests and wetlands help to purify water by stabilizing soils and filtering pollutants from water. 

#e quantity and quality of water flowing through the watersheds are important inputs to agriculture, hydro-power 

plants, and municipal water supplies. #e cost of constructing and operating a water treatment plant to purify the 

polluted water is a common measure of the value of water purification service. Estimates of water quality values 

range from US$ 0.26 per acre-foot for electricity generation to as high as US$50 per acre-foot for irrigation and 

municipal use in US (Krieger 2001). 

Water quality is of particular importance to the municipalities. #e U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates 

that approximately 60 million people in the US obtain water through 3,400 public water systems from watersheds 

that contain natural forests (Sedell et al. 2000). #e value of this service (water purification and treatment) from 

different ecosystems is reflected in the costs that society incurs to protect these ecosystems for ensuring continuous 

water supply of desired quality (See Case study 06). Similarly, Portland, Oregon and Portland, Maine spend US$ 

920,000 and US$ 729,000 respectively per year to protect the watersheds that supply water (Reid 1999). 

5.7  Waste treatment and processing

Ecosystems play an important role in the treatment of wastes introduced into the natural environment, but there 

are some inherent  limits to this waste processing capability. For example, aquatic systems “cleanse” on average 80 

percent of their global incident nitrogen loading, but this intrinsic self-purification capability is being reduced by 

the loss of wetlands across the globe. 

As the characteristics of both wastes and ecosystems receiving these wastes vary, environments vary in their capability 

to absorb and treat wastes. 

5.8  Water-flow regulation

Watersheds capture and store water, thereby contributing to the quantity of water available and the seasonal flow 

of water. #e so-called “albedo” effect refers to the process by which vegetation increases evaporation of water from 

the earth’s surface to cause increased cloud formation and rainfall (Myers 1997). #rough this effect, ecosystems 

dominated by vegetation, such as forest ecosystems, play a significant role in determining rainfall patterns at a 

regional scale. Vegetation also acts as a ‘sponge’, soaking up and storing water when abundant and releasing it slowly 

during the dry periods (See Case studies 03 and 10). #is system of water regulation reduces the impacts of flood 

and drought on downstream communities (Myers 1996).

Sedell et al. (2000) reviewed values associated with water flowing from forests in the US and found that the average 

value of water in streams was around US$ 40 per acre-foot for off-stream uses, i.e., irrigation, industrial and 

municipal use. Estimates of the marginal value of stream-flow for generating electricity ranged from US$ 0.26 to 

US$ 17.00 per acre-foot, with most of the values below US$ 2.00.

Studies in Colorado and Alabama have found substantial existence values for stream-flow. On average, Colorado 
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Box 3. Quantifying the changes in water services (Pagiola et al 2004)
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5.9 Nutrient cycling

Ecosystems regulate the flows and concentrations of nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium through 

a number of complex processes. Life on earth depends on the continuous (re)cycling of about 30-40 of the 90 

chemical elements which occur in nature (de Groot et al. 2002) (See Case study 01).

5.10 Natural hazard regulation

Changes to ecosystems have contributed to a significant rise in the number of floods, storms and major fires across 

all continents since 1940s (MA 2005).

#is regulating service relates to the ability of different ecosystems to mediate “natural” hazards and disruptive 

natural events (de Groot et al. 2002). For example, ecosystems regulate the effects of extreme events such as floods, 

storms and fires by affecting both the probability and severity of events (Krieger 2001). Soils store large amounts of 

water and help in preventing or reducing floods and fires. Coral reefs buffer waves and protect adjacent coastlines 

from storm damage. Wetlands attenuate floods by absorbing runoff peaks and storm surges. 

#is regulating service contributes to the safety of human life and protection of man-made infrastructure (See Case 

study 05). 

5.11 Disease regulation

Ecosystems play an important role in the emergence or resurgences of infectious diseases. Modifications of ecosystems 

related to infrastructure developments such as dam building or expansion of agricultural irrigation, have sometimes 

increased the local incidence of vector diseases such as malaria, schistosomiasis and arbovirus infections (MA 2005). 

5.12  Carbon storage and sequestration

Many studies indicate large values for the carbon storage functions of forests. It is however important to distinguish 

between carbon stored in a standing forest that is close to ‘carbon balance’ and carbon sequestered in a growing 

forest (CBD 2001). 

#e carbon stored in a standing forest has an economic value, much of which would be lost if the forest is burned 

or logged, depending on the future land-use. #us baseline determines if this type of forest can realize carbon 

storage value. #e baseline would consider what is likely to happen to the forest in the absence of some sustainable 

resource use practices. If a forest is unlikely to experience any land-use change, then the storage value is unlikely 

to be realized. However, forests that are threatened in the near future have a storage value which can be realized 

through protective measures. One can also consider the lost carbon storage value of the forest in case of land-use 

change. On the other hand, carbon sequestration relates to the net addition of carbon by a growing stock. Although 

the value of carbon sequestered would be the same as in the case of carbon storage, the value of carbon sequestration 

will be aggregated over the rotation life of the growing stock (See Case study 07). 

Verma (2008) has estimated present value of carbon stock and carbon flux for 20 years at 5 per cent discount rate as  

US$ 5,552/ha and US$ 33/ha respectively using IPCC – GPG 2003 guideline default value for forests of Himachal 

Pradesh State of India.

Brown and Pearce (1994) suggest benchmark figures for carbon content and loss rates for tropical forests, as shown 

in Table 5. A close primary forest has approximately 280 tC/ha and more than 60 percent would be lost if converted 

to either shifting cultivation, permanent agriculture or pasture. Open forests are likely to lose between a quarter 

and third of 115tC/ha on conversion. 
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However, using such estimates raises the question of the economic value of the carbon stocks. #ere are numerous 

studies on the economic value of global warming damage and translation of these estimates into the economic value 

of a marginal unit of carbon (Clarkson 2000, Tol et al. 2000, Zhang 2000). A review of the literature (Clarkson 

2000) suggested an agreed value of US$ 34 tC. It has also been suggested that estimates of marginal damage due to 

climate change will not exceed US$ 50 tC (Tol et al. 2000). #us, the value of forests as carbon store comes out to 

be very high taking the range of US$ 34-50 tC. However, many argue that the real guide to the value of carbon is 

the price at which it is traded in the carbon market (CBD 2001). If there are no limitations placed on worldwide 

carbon trading, carbon credits will exchange at just under US$10 per tC (Zhang 2000). Taking the US$ 10 tC as 

a conservative estimate, Table 5 can be used to estimate the monetary value of land-use changes in tropical forests 

from the perspective of changes in carbon storage. 

4)51"+R7+C2)$S":+%$+.)*5'$+O%&2+1)$/9-:"+.'$N"*:%'$:T+&*',%.)1+<'*":&:+=&CU2)B+=F*'O$+)$/+8")*."+
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Open forest 115 DZa D[_ D[_

5.13 Climate regulation

Climate regulation relates to the maintenance of a favorable climate, both at local and global scales, which has 

important implications for health, crop productivity and other human activities (See Case study 11).

Forest ecosystems help in climate regulation by trapping moisture and cooling the earth’s surface, thus regulating 

rainfall and temperature. Costanza et al. (1997) found that forests yield US$ 450 per hectare per year in terms of 

climate regulation benefits. 

#e climate regulation service is also significant in an urban context. Strategic planting of trees can reduce cooling 

costs and energy use. Computer simulations estimate that 100 million mature trees in US cities could reduce 

annual energy costs by US$ 2 billion (Dwyer et al. 1992). As in the case of Tuscon, Arizona, each tree would give 

benefits in the range of US$ 20.75 annually by reducing cooling costs for buildings (McPherson 1992).
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6. Scale in valuing regulating services

In quantifying and monitoring the flows of regulating services provided by various ecosystems, the scale at which 

these services occur must be defined. In this context, scale refers to the physical dimension, in space or time, 

of phenomena or observations (O’Neill and King 1998). According to one of the earliest definitions of ecological 

scale, ecosystems can be defined at a wide range of spatial scales ranging from the level of a small lake up to the 

forest ecosystem spreading across thousands of kilometers (Tansley 1935). 

Regulating services occur at various scales (see Table 6). Biological nitrogen fixation enhances soil fertility at a small 

scale while carbon sequestration influences the climate at a global scale. #erefore the range of spatially defined 

ecological scales must be established prior to valuation of regulating services (Holling 1992, Levin 1992). #is 

manual borrows the concept of using different scales for regulating services from the Environmental Economics 

Tool Kit (Hein 2006). #e scales used in the manual vary from the level of the individual plant, via ecosystems and 

landscapes, to the global system. 

Indicators can be used to monitor changes in the flow of regulating services at different scales in a number of ways 

(see Tables 7 and 8). At the national level, trends in the changes associated with flow of regulating services across 

ecosystems can be monitored over periods and across regions. At the project level, indicators can be used to monitor 

the effectiveness of measures implemented to improve the flow of regulating services.  Table 8 evaluates the policy 

relevance of regulating service indicators.
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H$/%.)&'* Proxy 

%$/%.)&'*
Data units Ability to 

convey 

information

Data 

availability

Global  

compiling 

agency

Air quality regulation High Low

H3$='0"'.+,()6-%10&'5.)%) p%) W%1.51.,)'&.14("9'"0+1(5%"'
6%1'*%.1

V05- @(K d("%

R+,()6-%10&'&3%.")0"5'
7+1(6()-%10&'(=0A0E0"5<

d( d('$"0+)'"(+%A V05- @(K d("%

Global climate regulation L"/%-? L"/%-?

R+,()6-%10&'5.)%)'#$='7I`_9'IVc9'
%+&<9'''

d( W%1.51.,)'&.14("9'"0+1(5%"'
6%1'*%.1

T%A0$, T%A0$, !LII

I.14("'.&&$,$3.+0("' d( W%1.51.,)9',%+10&'+(") V05- T%A0$, !LII

I.14("'$6+.?% d(' W%1.51.,)9',%+10&'+(") T%A0$, T%A0$, !LII

I3($A'>(1,.+0(" d( d('$"0+)'"(+%A T%A0$, V05- !LII

\/.6(+1.")601.+0(" d( L%1&%"+ T%A0$, @(K !LII

I.14("')%2$%)+1.+0("'&.6.&0+* d( T%5.51.,)'6%1'-%&+.1%9'
,%+10&'+(")

T%A0$, T%A0$, !LII

P$1>.&%'.34%A( d( R34%A( @(K V05- !LII

I"S%'$)1+)$/+1'.)1+.1%?)&"+*"S-1)&%'$ L"/%-? Low

I."(6*')+(,.+.3'&("A$&+."&%' d( d('$"0+)'"(+%A T%A0$, @(K d("%

I3($A'>(1,.+0(" d( d('$"0+)'"(+%A T%A0$, T%A0$, d("%

\/.6(+1.")601.+0(" d( I$40&',%+%1) T%A0$, @(K d("%

Water regulation High Low

P(03'K.+%1'0"C3+1.+0(" d( d('$"0+)'"(+%A V05- @(K d("%

P(03'K.+%1')+(1.5% d( d('$"0+)'"(+%A V05- @(K d("%

Erosion regulation 0'+H$/%.)&'*:+H/"$&%#"/

()&"*+,-*%#.)&%'$+)$/+O):&"+&*")&?"$& High Low

R,($"+'(>'K.)+%'61(&%))%A'4*'
%&()*)+%,)

d( B(3$,%h,.))'(>'K.)+%'
61(&%))%A

T%A0$, @(K d("%

I.6.&0+*'(>'%&()*)+%,'+('61(&%))'
K.)+%

d( B(3$,%h,.))'(>'K.)+%'
6(+%"+0.33*'61(&%))%A

V05- @(K d("%

B.3$%'(>'%&()*)+%,'K.)+%'
+1%.+,%"+'."A'K.+%1'6$10C&.+0("

d( I$11%"&* V05- @(K d("%

!%:"):"+I"S-1)&%'$ High High

f0)%.)%'/%&+(1'61%A.+(1'
6(6$3.+0(")
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\)+0,.+%A'&-."5%'0"'A0)%.)%'
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%&()*)+%,)

p%) d$,4%1'(>'A0)%.)%'&.)%) V05- V05- d("%

L(6$3.+0("'0"&1%.)%'0"'A0)%.)%'
/%&+(1)',()2$0+(%)'>(33(K0"5'
%&()*)+%,'&("/%1)0("

p%) T()2$0+('6(6$3.+0(" V05- V05- d("%

Soil quality regulation 0'+H$/%.)&'*:+H/"$&%#"/

Pest regulation 0'+H$/%.)&'*:+H/"$&%#"/

Pollination 0'+H$/%.)&'*:+H/"$&%#"/

0)&-*)1+2)3)*/+*"S-1)&%'$ L"/%-? Low
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H$/%.)&'* Proxy 

%$/%.)&'*
Data units Ability to 

convey 

information

Data 

availability

Global 

Compiling 

agency

I-."5%)'0"')%.)(".30+*'(>'#((A'
%/%"+)

p%) L%1&%"+.5%'&-."5%'0"'"$,4%1'
(>'%/%"+)

@(K @(K d("%

\&("(,0&'3())%)'.))(&0.+%A'K0+-'
".+$1.3'A0).)+%1)

p%) I$11%"&* @(K @(K d("%

H3((A'.++%"$.+0("'6(+%"+0.3G'
1%)0A%"&%'+0,%'(>'K.+%1'0"'10/%1)9'
1%)%1/(01)'."A')(03)

d( f.*)'1%2$01%A'>(1'K.+%1'>.330"5'
.)'61%&060+.+0("'+('6.))'+-1($5-'
)*)+%,

V05- @(K d("%

H3((A63.0"'K.+%1')+(1.5%'&.6.&0+* d( f.*)'(>'10/%1'A0)&-.15%'
#((A63.0"'&."')+(1%

T%A0$, @(K d("%

P(03'&.6.&0+*'+('+1.")>%1'
51($"AK.+%1

d( d('$"0+)'"(+%A V05- @(K d("%

P(03'K.+%1')+(1.5%'&.6.&0+* d( d('$"0+)'"(+%A T%A0$, @(K d("%

W1%"A)'0"'"$,4%1'(>'A.,.50"5'
".+$1.3'A0).)+%1)

p%) d$,4%1'(>'%/%"+) @(K @(K d("%

@(K !"A0&.+(1)'."A'A.+.'./.03.4030+*'.1%'0".A%2$.+%'>(1')$66(1+'6(30&*D,.?0"5

T%A0$, !"A0&.+(1)'."A'A.+.'./.03.4030+*'.1%')$>C&0%"+'+('6.1+0.33*'0">(1,'6(30&*D,.?0"5

V05- !"A0&.+(1)'."A'A.+.'./.03.4030+*'.1%')$>C&0%"+'+('0">(1,'6(30&*D,.?0"5

In developing an aggregate indicator, the services included in the equation must be weighted relative to each other 

and to account for the tradeoffs of increasing one service at the expense of another. For example, water is much 

more valuable in the Sahara region than in Amazon. Consequently, the “indicator equation” must have differential 

geographic weighting for different parts of the the world. #e indicator must be clear, concise, easily explained, 

and retain enough information to highlight the most important aspects of ecosystem services. A great deal of basic 

research is necessary for the creation of an aggregate indicator. We also need to examine what is gained and what 

is lost through aggregation, in order to ensure that an aggregate indicator provides additional benefits that a suite 

of disaggregated measures does not.

#e challenges associated with this task are formidable, but are not insurmountable. Today’s widely accepted 

economic indicators were developed over decades, not days. #e science of ecosystem services remains a major 

research challenge for our community, and we believe that the creation of an aggregate measure of ecosystem services 

is central to the valuation process. Quantification of ecosystem services and communication of the information to 

decision-makers and the public is critical to the responsible and sustainable management of natural resources. A 

concise, credible, and reliable reporting system is urgently required to meet this need.
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7. Merging classification of ecosystem services (stock, flow, final and 
intermediate services)

Although the valuation exercise is generally carried out for ecosystem services, it is important to bear in mind that 

ecosystems have both flow and stock values. Ecosystems provide their “flow” of services depending on various 

factors like the present state of the ecosystem, i.e., the “stock”, management policy and the type of ecosystem. #ere 

will be a change in the overall flow of ecosystem services if any of the above factors change. #ese changes may not 

necessarily result in total loss of ecosystem services, but a change in mix and magnitude of specific services is very 

likely. As a result, the valuation approach should focus on the change in the value of services resulting from a given 

change in ecosystem management (Pagiola et al. 2004, MA 2005). Flow and stock value relationships lie at the 

heart of debates about sustainability of biological resource systems (Gregersen et al. 1999).

#ere have been very few instances when the changing stocks of natural resources have been considered in national 

accounts. Failing to account for these changes in stock results in overestimation of the value of the income generated 

because depreciation associated with the changes in the stock of natural resources is not accounted for. When 

changes in stock values are not accounted for, policy-makers receive incorrect signals about the total availability or 

actual status of natural resources and hence are not in a position to make informed decisions. 

#ere are two main approaches to quantify the change in the flow of benefits generated from any ecosystem. If flows 

of an ecosystem service are relatively constant, then the change in the value of benefits can be expressed by a change 

in the value of the annual flow of benefits. On the other hand, the present value approach is best suited for “flows” 

of an ecosystem service that are likely to vary over time. #e present value of flow is also known as the change in 

the capital value of the ecosystem (see Case Study 14). 

Quantifying the changes in “flows” of ecosystem services has been the Achilles’ heel of ecological economics. To 

estimate the changes in “flow”, one must quantify the change in the physical flow of benefits by exploring the 

biophysical relationships between ecosystems and the services they produce. #is involves tracing through and 

quantifying a chain of causality. It is a common problem for valuation of ecosystem services in general, and for 

regulating services in particular, that information is only available for some of the links in the chain. Information 

that is available is generally in incompatible units. If the loss of a given service due to a policy change is irreversible, 

then the loss of option value associated with that service should also be included in the valuation process.

Ecosystem services can also be divided into two categories based on a time frame: they can be classified as 

‘intermediate’ or ‘final’ (See Figure 1). Normally, services associated with the supporting function of the ecosystem 

are categorized as intermediate services because society does not directly use them.  #ese services affect other 

services that society values. For example, the nutrient cycling service affects the soil fertility. #is has an important 

implication when we are trying to value ecosystem services because for such services the valuation exercise need 

not be performed directly. In fact, due to a recognized lack of scientific understanding of the interdependencies of 

ecosystem services, direct valuation tends to lead to an underestimation of value.  However, it is worth mentioning 

that monitoring of these intermediate services is necessary to ensure the final services. 
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#e emphasis on stocks of ecosystem services so as to ensure continuous and reliable supply of regulating services 

supports a new paradigm for sustainable development. #e new paradigm centralizes the process of managing a 

portfolio of assets to preserve and enhance opportunities people face (#e World Bank 1997). Owing to debates 

about stock and flow value relationships, there is a growing interest in the introduction of natural resource accounting 

in national accounts. #ere is an anomaly in national income accounts that leads to an overestimation of the value 

of income generated by national resources because the degradation of natural resources is not accounted for (#e 

Economics of Ecosystem and Biodiversity TEEB 2010). Ideally, degradation should be internalized by including 

an appropriate amount of depreciation which would reflect declining productive capacity of assets (both natural 

and man-made) and the investment necessary to sustain a certain level of productive capacity over time (Gregersen 

et al. 1999).

Among several issues concerning valuation of regulating services, the issue of flow and stock values has a significant 

importance. Biological resources have both flow and stock values. For example, a forest has a standing stock that 

can produce flows of timber and other non timber forest products (NTFPs). While valuing regulating services, the 

flow of these services is normally used as a basis for estimating the values. However, it is important to note that 

these regulating services originate from natural ecosystems. #e health of these ecosystems determines the flow of 

these regulating services. #us, flow and stock value relationships lie at the heart of debates about sustainability of 

biological resources when we talk about regulating services.

Although we usually associate some provisioning services or cultural services like recreation with biodiversity 

conservation, closer examination reveals that regulating services may also find their origin in biodiversity conservation. 

Regulating services build the capacity of ecosystems to adapt to and cope with changes of various fluctuations in the 

environment. Resilience of ecosystem services depends partly upon species existing in the ecosystem. 

In an ecosystem, sets of species that perform similar ecosystem processes are referred to as functional groups 

(Walker et al. 1999, Elmqvist et al. 2003). Biodiversity within these functional groups helps to maintain the rate of 

ecosystem processes during disturbances because individual species within an ecosystem have a tendency to respond 

differently to fluctuations in the environment (Frost et al. 1995, Ives et al. 1999, Cottingham et al. 2001, Elmqvist 

et al. 2003, Norberg 2004, Folke et al. 2005). #is phenomenon, known as response diversity provides insurance 

against future environmental change. Biodiversity conservation in this sense thus has an option value corresponding 

to the regulating services, as opposed to the indirect use values which are mainly associated with regulating services. 

Reduction in the resilience of an ecosystem often leads to a decrease in the supply of regulating services associated 

with the ecosystem. Because such regulating services are instrumental in the generation of provisioning services, the 

yield of provisioning services also decreases as well. 
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Response diversity also results from the diversity of spatial pattern (Elmqvist et al. 2003). When species are dispersed 

among patches in heterogeneous landscapes, disturbances affect only a part of the landscape (Peterson et al. 1998, 

Nystrom and Folke 2001, Loreau et al. 2003, Cardinale et al. 2004). #us if any process is eliminated from a 

particular part of the landscape but is present in other patches within the dispersal range, then the missing process 

can be re-established. #is means that replication of ecological processes across different scales confers resilience 

(Peterson, Allen, and Holling 1998). It is important to note that although response diversity links biodiversity and 

resilience of the ecosystem service, changes in species richness may sometimes decrease resilience (for e.g. invasive 

species).
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8. Strengths and limitations of various valuation methods

Although the concept of ecosystem valuation has been popular since 1990, it is still an evolving one. #ere 

remain serious shortcomings in methods and their data requirements.  Table 9 provides a summary of various 

valuation methods based on information collated from a number of studies (Barbier et al 1997, DEFRA 2007, 

Stuip et al. 2002, Wilson and Carpenter 1999, de Groot et al. 2006).

Many still question the basic idea of assigning values to ecosystems, arguing that they are invaluable. In theory, 

the valuation methods discussed here can be applied to calculate the total economic value of ecosystems, i.e. 

their contribution to human well-being. In practice, however, there are many obstacles. Few studies have tried to 

estimate the total economic value of an ecosystem and even fewer attempts have been made to value the regulating 

services of ecosystems. #us, although the concept of total economic value seems theoretically valid, only partial 

and often subjective information is provided by it. 

In summary, four main reasons explain why valuation of regulating services is difficult in spite of well-established 

techniques (Lescuyer et al. 2007). Firstly, the total economic value associated with regulating services, which consists 

of indirect-use value and option value of an ecosystem, can be estimated directly only by using the stated preference 

methods, which have their own set of caveats. Secondly, monetary quantification of natural assets is difficult because 

we don’t have a complete understanding of how ecosystems work. #irdly, assumptions of ecological economics are 

conservative due to existing uncertainty in valuation procedures. We often end up with under-estimates. Fourthly, 

it has been observed that in practice, estimates of total economic value result from aggregating only certain values 

that the analyst was able to quantify in monetary terms (Lampietti and Dixon 1995, Nunes and Bergh 2001). 

#e concept of total economic value thus corresponds to the sum of a few economic values selected subjectively 

by the analyst, rather than to the sum of all the values that actually constitute total value. #is is an important 

issue associated with valuation of regulating services because often familiarity and understanding of local context is 

required to understand the set of regulating services associated with an ecosystem in a particular region.

4)51"+A;7+C2'%."+'<+N)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/

^)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/ L)*["&+,*%."+?"&2'/ Travel cost

Valuation Type J%/%.3%A'OWL J%/%.3%A'OWL

E1"?"$&+'<+4E^+.),&-*"/ f01%&+'."A'0"A01%&+'$)% f01%&+'."A'0"A01%&+'$)%

Approach \=&-."5%'/.3$%'74.)%A'("',.150".3'61(A$&+0/0+*'
&()+<'+-.+'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)'-./%'0"'+1.A%

f%10/%'A%,."A'>1(,'A.+.'("'.&+$.3'+1./%3'
&()+)

Ecosystem service(s) 

N)1-"/
W-()%'+-.+'&("+104$+%'+(',.1?%+%A'61(A$&+)9'
%8589'+0,4%19'C)-9'5%"%10&'0">(1,.+0("

R33'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)'+-.+'&("+104$+%'+('
1%&1%.+0(".3'.&+0/0+0%)

Data requirements !' f%,."A'(>'5((A)
!' L10&%'(>'C"0)-%A'5((A
!' I()+'(>'61(A$&+0("

!' T("%+.1*'&()+)'(>'+1./%3
!' `66(1+$"0+*'&()+'(>'+0,%')6%"+
!' `+-%1'%=6%")%)',.A%'A$10"5'+-%'/0)0+

F"$"#&:+'<+),,*').2 !' T.1?%+'A.+.'1%.A03*'./.03.43%'."A'1(4$)+
!' j)%)'(4)%1/%A'A.+.'(>'.&+$.3'61%>%1%"&%)
!' j)%)')+."A.1A'%&("(,0&'+%&-"02$%)

!' S.)%A'("'(4)%1/%A'4%-./0($1
!' J%3.+0/%3*'0"%=6%")0/%
!' `"D)0+%')$1/%*)'61(/0A%'(66(1+$"0+*'>(1'

3.15%').,63%')0E%)
!' J%)$3+)'%.)*'+('0"+%161%+'."A'%=63.0"

Limitations of approach !' @0,0+%A'+('+-()%'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)'>(1'K-0&-'
.',.1?%+'%=0)+)

!' T.1?%+'0,6%1>%&+0(")'."A'6(30&*'>.03$1%)'
A0)+(1+',.1?%+'610&%)

!' f(%)"Q+'&(")0A%1')%.)(".3'/.10.+0(")'0"'610&%
!' I.""(+'4%'$)%A'+(',%.)$1%'+-%'/.3$%'

(>'3.15%')&.3%'&-."5%)'+-.+'.1%'30?%3*'+('
0"#$%"&%'+-%'')$663*hA%,."A'0+)%3>

!' F%"%1.33*'30,0+%A'+('1%&1%.+0(".3'4%"%C+)
!' f0>C&$3+0%)'.10)%'K-%"'+106)'.1%',.A%'+('

,$3+063%'A%)+0".+0(")
!' f.+.'0"+%")0/%
!' R/.03.4030+*'(>')$4)+0+$+%')0+%)'.>>%&+)'+-%'

%)+0,.+%
!' !"+%1/0%K0"5'/0)0+(1)'("')0+%'&."'0"+1(A$&%'

40.)%)
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4)51"+AF7+C2'%."+'<+N)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/

^)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/ 8*'/-.&%'$+<-$.&%'$+),,*').2+U+<).&'*+%$.'?" Public pricing

Valuation Type J%/%.3%A'OWL J%/%.3%A'OWL

E1"?"$&+'<+4E^+.),&-*"/ !"A01%&+'$)% j)%'7A01%&+'."A'0"A01%&+<'."A'"("D$)%

Approach W1.&%'0,6.&+)'(>'&-."5%'0"'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)'
("'61(A$&%A'5((A)

L$430&'0"/%)+,%"+9'>(1'0")+."&%'/0.'3."A'
6$1&-.)%'(1',("%+.1*'0"&%"+0/%)9'.)'.'
)$11(5.+%'>(1',.1?%+'+1.").&+0(")

Ecosystem service(s) 

N)1-"/
\"/01(",%"+.3')%1/0&%)'+-.+')%1/%'.)'0"6$+'+('
,.1?%+'61(A$&+)9'%8589'%>>%&+)'(>'.01'."A'K.+%1'
2$.30+*'("'.510&$3+$1.3'61(A$&+0("'."A'>(1%)+1*'
($+6$+9'6(330".+0("'("'.510&$3+$1.3'61(A$&+0("9'
%+&8

R33'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)'+-.+'&."'4%'
0"#$%"&%A'4*'6$430&'0"/%)+,%"+)

Data requirements !' I-."5%'0"'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)N'0,6.&+'(>'
+-%)%'&-."5%)'("'61(A$&+0("

!' d%+'/.3$%'(>'61(A$&%A'5((A)

!' L10&%)'(>'5((A)
!' I-.1.&+%10)+0&)'74(+-'%"/01(",%"+.3'."A'

"("D%"/01(",%"+.3<'(>'5((A)

F"$"#&:+'<+),,*').2 !' j)%)')+."A.1A'%&("(,0&'61(&%A$1%)
!' J%3.+0/%3*'0"%=6%")0/%

!' T.1?%+'A.+.'1%.A03*'./.03.43%'."A'
1(4$)+

!' J%)$3+)'.1%'%.)*'+('0"+%161%+'."A'.".3*E%

Limitations of approach !' @0,0+%A'+('+-()%'1%)($1&%)'+-.+'&."'4%'$)%A'
.)'0"6$+)'0"'61(A$&+0("'(>',.1?%+'5((A)

!' f.+.'0"+%")0/%
!' L-*)0&.3'A.+.'("'&-."5%)'0"')%1/0&%)'."A'+-%'

0,6.&+'("'61(A$&+0("'.1%'A0>C&$3+'+('(4+.0"
!' I-."&%)'(>'A($43%'&($"+0"5
!' !>'&-."5%)'0"'1%)($1&%'.>>%&+'+-%',.1?%+'

610&%'(>'+-%'C".3'5((A9'+-%',%+-(A'4%&(,%)'
&(,630&.+%A

!' L1(6%1+*'105-+)')(,%+0,%)'A0>C&$3+'+('
%)+.430)-

!' I.1%',$)+'4%'+.?%"'+('./(0A'6%1/%1)%'
0"&%"+0/%)'

4)51"+AC7+C2'%."+'<+N)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/

^)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/ W"/'$%.+,*%.%$S C':&+5):"/+),,*').2":

Valuation Type J%/%.3%A'OWL !,6$+%A'OWL

E1"?"$&+'<+4E^+.),&-*"/ f01%&+'."A'0"A01%&+'$)% f01%&+'."A'0"A01%&+'$)%

Approach \=+1.&+'%>>%&+)'(>'%"/01(",%"+.3'>.&+(1)'
7.,%"0+0%)<'("'610&%'(>'5((A)'+-.+'0"&3$A%'+-()%'
>.&+(1)

j)%'&()+'(>'1%63.&0"5'+-%'3()+'5((A'(1'
)%1/0&%)

Ecosystem service(s) 

N)1-"/
\&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)'+-.+'&("+104$+%'+('.01'2$.30+*9'
/0)$.3'.,%"0+*9'3."A)&.6%9'2$0%+9'08%89'.++104$+%)'
+-.+'&."'4%'.661%&0.+%A'4*'6(+%"+0.3'4$*%1)

f%6%"A)'("'+-%'%=0)+%"&%'(>'1%3%/."+'
,.1?%+)'7%8589',."D,.A%'A%>%"&%)'
4%0"5'$)%A'.)'61(=*'>(1'K%+3."A)')+(1,'
61(+%&+0("N'&()+'(>'K.+%1'C3+1.+0("'.)'61(=*'
>(1'/.3$%'(>'K.+%1'6(33$+0("'A.,.5%)<

Data requirements !' L10&%)'(>'5((A)
!' I-.1.&+%10)+0&)'74(+-'%"/01(",%"+.3'."A'

"("D%"/01(",%"+.3<'(>'5((A)

!' \=+%"+'(>'3())'(>'5((A)'."A')%1/0&%)
!' I()+'(>'1%63.&0"5'+-%)%'5((A)'."A'

)%1/0&%)

F"$"#&:+'<+),,*').2 !' \)+0,.+%)'/.3$%'4.)%A'("'.&+$.3',.1?%+'
+1.").&+0(")

!' \)+0,.+%)'.1%'1(4$)+'4%&.$)%'61(6%1+*'
,.1?%+)'.1%'1%3.+0/%3*'%>C&0%"+

!' f.+.'("'61(6%1+*').3%)'."A'&-.1.&+%10)+0&)'
.1%'1%.A03*'./.03.43%

!' T.1?%+'A.+.'1%.A03*'./.03.43%'."A'
1(4$)+

!' @%))'A.+.'."A'1%)($1&%'0"+%")0/%
!' !+'0)'(>+%"'%.)0%1'+('%)+0,.+%'+-%'&()+)'

(>'61(A$&0"5'+-%'4%"%C+)'1.+-%1'+-."'
,%.)$10"5'+-%'/.3$%'(>'+-%'4%"%C+)'
+-%,)%3/%)

Limitations of approach !' @0,0+%A'+(')%1/0&%)'+-.+'.1%'610,.103*'1%3.+%A'
+('61(6%1+*'610&%)

!' B%1*'A.+.'0"+%")0/%
!' `"3*'&.6+$1%)'K0330"5"%))'+('6.*'>(1'+-%'

6%1&%0/%A'4%"%C+)
!' J%2$01%)'.'-05-'A%51%%'(>')+.+0)+0&.3'%=6%1+0)%
!' J%)$3+)'A%6%"A'-%./03*'("',(A%3'

)6%&0C&.+0("

!' f('"(+'&(")0A%1')(&0.3'61%>%1%"&%)'>(1'
%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)

!' I."'6(+%"+0.33*'(/%1%)+0,.+%'+-%'
.&+$.3'/.3$%

!' R))$,6+0("'+-.+'&()+)'(>'./(0A%A'
A.,.5%'(1')$4)+0+$+%)',.+&-'+-%'
(1050".3'4%"%C+'0)'"(+'(>+%"'/.30A
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4)51"+AE7+C2'%."+'<+N)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/

^)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/ Group CV, citizen’s jury, focus group, Delphi 

technique, expert panel, consensus conference

F"$"#&:+&*)$:<"*

Valuation Type F1($6'/.3$.+0(" S%"%C+)'+1.")>%1

E1"?"$&+'<+4E^+.),&-*"/ j)%'7A01%&+'."A'0"A01%&+<'."A'"("D$)% j)%'7A01%&+'."A'0"A01%&+<'."A'"("D$)%

Approach P.,%'.)'IB'4$+'.)'."'0"+%1.&+0/%'51($6'61(&%)) j)%'%)+0,.+%)'(4+.0"%A'>1(,'("%'&("+%=+'0"'
.'A0>>%1%"+'&("+%=+

Ecosystem service(s) 

N)1-"/
R33'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%) R33'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)'>(1'K-0&-')$0+.43%'

&(,6.10)("')+$A0%)'.1%'./.03.43%

Data requirements !' P$1/%*'+-.+'1%61%)%"+)')&%".10('."A'%30&0+)'
OWL'>(1')6%&0C%A')%1/0&%

!' B.3$.+0("')+$A0%)'.+'."(+-%19')0,03.1')0+%

F"$"#&:+'<+),,*').2 !' I(")0A%1)'51($6'61%>%1%"&%)'1.+-%1'+-."'
0"A0/0A$.3'61%>%1%"&%)'K-0&-'0)'$)%>$3'>(1'
.&-0%/0"5')(&0.3'%2$0+*

!' S0.)"%))'0"'.'51($6'/.3$.+0("'0)'3%))'+-."'0"'
0"A0/0A$.3'IB

!' !>')$0+.43%')+$A0%)'.1%'>($"A9'0+')./%)'.'3(+'
(>'+0,%'."A'1%)($1&%)

!' P$0+.43%'>(1'&1$A%'%)+0,.+0("
!' I."'4%'$)%A'.)'.')&1%%"0"5'+%&-"02$%'

+('A%+%1,0"%'0>'.',(1%'A%+.03%A''
/.3$.+0("'%=%1&0)%')-($3A'4%'&("A$&+%A

Limitations of approach !' W-%'.))$,6+0("'+-.+'51($6',%,4%1)'K033'
6((3'+-%01'$"02$%9't$")-.1%AQ'0">(1,.+0("'
K0+-'(+-%1',%,4%1)',.*'"(+'.3K.*)'4%'+1$%

!' J%)($1&%'0"+%")0/%

!' I."'("3*'4%'.)'.&&$1.+%'.)'+-%'(1050".3'
)+$A*

!' F((A')+$A0%)'>(1')%1/0&%)'0"'2$%)+0("'
,.*'"(+'4%'./.03.43%

!' I."'4%'/%1*'0".&&$1.+%9'.)',."*'
>.&+(1)'/.1*'%/%"'K-%"'&("+%=+)')%%,'
t)0,03.1Q

!' \)+0,.+%)'&."'4%&(,%'($+A.+%A
!' W('4%'$)%A'K0+-'&.$+0("

4)51"+A!7+C2'%."+'<+N)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/

^)1-)&%'$+?"&2'/ Contingent valuation (CV) C2'%."+?'/"11%$S

Valuation Type \=61%))%A'OWL \=61%))%A'OWL

E1"?"$&+'<+4E^+.),&-*"/ j)%'7A01%&+'."A'0"A01%&+<'."A'"("D$)% j)%'7A01%&+'."A'0"A01%&+<'."A'"("D$)%

Approach R)?'1%)6("A%"+)'A01%&+3*'+-%01'K0330"5"%))'+('6.*'
>(1'.')6%&0C%A')%1/0&%

R)?'1%)6("A%"+)'+('&-(()%'+-%01'61%>%11%A'
(6+0("'>1(,'.')%+'(>'.3+%1".+0/%)'K0+-'
/.10($)'.++104$+%)

Ecosystem service(s) 

N)1-"/
R33'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%) R33'%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)

Data requirements !' P$1/%*'+-.+'1%61%)%"+)'-*6(+-%+0&.3')&%".10('
."A'%30&0+)'K0330"5"%))'+('6.*'>(1')6%&0C%A'
)%1/0&%

!' P$1/%*'1%61%)%"+)'.'-*6(+-%+0&.3'
)&%".10('."A'.)?)'+-%'1%)6("A%"+'
+(')+.+%'.'61%>%1%"&%'4%+K%%"'("%'
51($6'(>'%"/01(",%"+.3')%1/0&%)'(1'
&-.1.&+%10)+0&)'."A'."(+-%1'

F"$"#&:+'<+),,*').2 !' I."'4%'$)%A'+('%)+0,.+%'+-%'+(+.3'
%&("(,0&'/.3$%'(>',()+'5((A)'K-%+-%1'
+-%*'.1%',.1?%+%A'(1'"(+

!' R43%'+('&.6+$1%'4(+-N'$)%'."A'"("D$)%'
/.3$%)

!' J%)$3+)'%.)*'+('.".3*E%'."A'0"+%161%+

!' I."'4%'$)%A'+('%)+0,.+%'+-%'+(+.3'
%&("(,0&'/.3$%'(>',()+'5((A)'K-%+-%1'
+-%*'.1%',.1?%+%A'(1'"(+

!' R43%'+('&.6+$1%'4(+-N'$)%'."A'"("D$)%'
/.3$%)

!' j)%>$3'K-%1%'.')%+'(>'6())043%'.&+0(")'
,05-+'1%)$3+'0"'A0>>%1%"+'0,6.&+)'("'
%&()*)+%,')%1/0&%)

Limitations of approach !' S0.)'0"'1%)6(")%)
!' J%)($1&%D0"+%")0/%',%+-(A
!' V*6(+-%+0&.3'".+$1%'(>'+-%',.1?%+
!' \)+0,.+%)'(>'"("D$)%'/.3$%'.1%'A0>C&$3+'+('

/.30A.+%'+-1($5-'(+-%1',%.")
!' f%&0)0("D,.?%1)'.1%'"(+'+(+.33*'&("/0"&%A'

.4($+'+-%'1(4$)+"%))'(>'+-%',%+-(A(3(5*

!' S0.)'0"'1%)6(")%)
!' J%)($1&%D0"+%")0/%',%+-(A
!' V*6(+-%+0&.3'".+$1%'(>'+-%',.1?%+
!' \)+0,.+%)'(>'"("D$)%'/.3$%'.1%'A0>C&$3+'

+('/.30A.+%'+-1($5-'(+-%1',%.")'
!' f%&0)0("D,.?%1)'.1%'"(+'+(+.33*'

&("/0"&%A'.4($+'+-%'1(4$)+"%))'(>'+-%'
,%+-(A(3(5*'

!' R".3*)0)'(>'A.+.'0)'&(,63%=
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Various challenges exist as far as data availability is concerned. Data availability for industrial countries is greater 

than that for developing countries. Data for certain resources such as crop production are more readily available 

than data for many of the regulating services provided by ecosystems. Resource constraints (e.g., time, finances, and 

skills) determine which data collection methods can be implemented effectively. Because almost all the regulating 

services have an indirect linkage with the ecosystems that generate those services, it is often necessary to conduct 

experimental studies to determine the linkage. If previously conducted studies have identified and assessed the 

linkages, the task of valuation becomes much simpler. But this is often not the case. Geographical Information 

System (GIS) and other similar geospatial techniques are believed to have the potential to contribute greatly to the 

development of models. #ese models can predict the observed effects of any policy decision on ecosystem and 

hence its services. However, understanding various complexities in the way ecosystems function will still continue 

to be the bottleneck in valuation of regulating services (Barbier et al. 1997). 

It is difficult to understand completely the linkage between ecosystems, ecosystem functions, ecosystem services 

and human activities (Bingham et al. 1995). #is leads to underestimation of ecosystem benefits. If the estimated 

benefits are more than the benefits associated with alternative management regime which is likely to degrade the 

natural resources, valuation can prove helpful. But many times due to very shallow understanding of the linkages, 

a very low value is estimated for the benefits of the ecosystem and alternative policy which is likely to degrade 

the ecosystem is selected. #e better our understanding and knowledge about ecosystem linkages, the better our 

valuations will be. 

Ecosystems depend on each other for their functioning. #is means that if we estimate the value associated with 

each and every ecosystem service and add all of them, it would not be the total value of all the services (Daily 1997). 

On the other hand, a resource may have conflicting uses (e.g., waste treatment and recreation) and care should 

be taken to avoid double counting. Problems occur when different service users have interests in different uses of 

an ecosystem and the uses are conflicting in nature (Turner et al. 1998). In such cases, there is dilemma of which 

services to consider for valuation. 

If it were possible to use the results of a particular valuation exercise carried out for a particular ecosystem service 

everywhere else, valuation would be a much easier task. But this is not the case. Ecosystems, their characteristics 

and dependence on the services have geographical and temporal specificity (Daily 1997). Valuation of ecosystem 

services is based on the concept of WTP and may vary according to region. Inter-generational differences may also 

be observed in the preferences for an ecosystem. #ese characteristics of ecosystems make temporal and spatial 

extrapolation unreliable (Turner et al. 1998). 

#e market price method is usually not the right method for valuing regulating services because of their indirect 

nature. Since these services are not used directly, the market price method usually fails to estimate the value of such 

services. Even in instances where the market can value the service, it does not deal with the issues of distribution 

and equity (de Groot 1992).

In many cases, aggregating individual willingness to pay values may not be enough to influence decisions involving 

large scale consequences to society and future generation. In this regard, it is important to recognize future services 

apart from those currently used by society. Many feel that energy-based measurements are more appropriate to 

measure the importance of ecosystems. #is kind of approach can quantify the indirect services more easily than 

the economic methods. But this concept fails to relate functions valued and human well-being (Toman 1997). #is 

can seriously influence policy decision.

Since life would not be possible on this planet without these ecosystems, the total value of ecosystems is infinite. 

Determining marginal values is a critical part of the economic valuation approach. Again ecosystem services are not 

provided by certain parts, but by the entire ecosystem. Because of lack of scientific understanding, we do not know 

how ecosystem services would change if certain parts of an ecosystem and not the entire ecosystem are disrupted 

(Daily 1997).
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Of all the issues involved in economic valuation of ecosystems, discount rate is probably the most controversial 

one. A human being values a particular thing more now than he/she would in future. Basically the discount rate 

determines the present worth of future benefits. For environmental functions, the discount rate used is usually 

much lower than the standard discount rate used in financial transactions. A higher discount rate implies that 

the needs of future generations are not considered. #is higher discount rate may jeopardize the provision of an 

important resource. 
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9. Communicating economic values of regulating services

As discussed , valuation of regulating services strengthens decision making by providing information on the 

efficacy of the response policies.  If the value of the regulating service is absent in the decision making tool, 

the decision could very well lead to undesirable outcomes for the society. In the case of regulating services of 

ecosystems, the decision makers while doing valuation must address the following aspects: 

a)  Spatial dimension of the services: the location of delivery of the service entering into the domain of beneficiaries 

and the location of the person/group responsible for allowing the services to flow are critical. Hydrological 

flow or carbon sequestration are good examples of this. Spatial mapping of the services will help the policy 

planners in designing efficient responses for management of those services and ecosystems.

b)  Complementary and conflicting (rival) services: many services can be viewed as could be complementary. For 

example, carbon storage and hydrological flow in forests can complement each other.  Conversely, some 

services may be viewed as rival services, such as bioremediation by lake water and withdrawal of water for 

irrigation in floodplain wetlands. Understanding the complimentary and/or rival nature of services can help 

to avoid double counting. A meaningful marginal analysis of changes in ecosystem condition and subsequent 

change in flow of the service can also be performed better if complementarities and conflicts are known.

c) Nonlinear changes and threshold effects:  these are typically found in case of regulating services (Walker et al. 

2009).  It is important to understand these when evaluating the potential costs and benefits of an intervention 

(action or inaction).

Decision-making framework must follow the sequence of these events (Figure 2). #ese sequential steps are the 
necessary and sufficient elements in any ecosystem services assessment and decision support system, and may help 
to guide future ecosystem valuation studies towards more rigorous valuation estimates (Turner et al. 2009)

Although regulating services have high economic value, paradoxically, they have been long perceived by decision-
makers and other relevant stakeholders as having little value. #is is owing to the fact that the true value of regulating 
services is not captured by the conventional systems of national accounts as these services are not traded in the 
market. Consequently, it is hardly surprising that the ecosystems which provide these ‘life-supporting’ services are 
being rapidly modified and exploited unsustainably. #ese acts for getting short-term benefits actually degraded the 
ecosystems and would compromise their ability to provide the flow of regulating services in future. 
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Although valuation of regulating services provides an estimate which attempts to reflect the ‘real value’ of these 
services, conducting the valuation exercise, by itself, does not lead to conservation and sustainable use of these 
ecosystems. Once valuation of regulating services is conducted, one needs to communicate this value to a broader 
group of stakeholders – firstly to those who use or provide these services and secondly to those who influence 
the decision-making that governs ecosystem management. It is essential that the results of valuation exercises are 
communicated and disseminated to all the relevant decision-makers and stakeholders.

#e MA concluded that one of the significant factors driving loss and degradation of regulating services globally 
was that decision-makers either lack, or choose to ignore, information on the total value of regulating services when 
considering development decisions that impact natural ecosystems. As a result, ecosystems which tend to benefit a 
range of stakeholders with the full spectrum of ecosystem services (including regulating services) are converted to a 
particular land-use which generally benefits only a particular group of stakeholders (de Groot et al. 2006). 

Owing to the indirect nature of regulating services, clearly establishing the relationship between regulating services 
and human well-being is sometimes difficult. #e high degree of influence many stakeholders exercise in ecosystem 
maintenance-related decisions on local, national and international levels makes the explanation and accessibility of 
valuation results to all stakeholders essential. Dissemination forms should be designed in such a way that they help 
in identifying the users and beneficiaries of regulating services so as to attract investments in natural infrastructure 
and secure sustainable financial streams and incentives for restoration of the ecosystems that provide these ‘life-
supporting’ services. It is also imperative that the users of the regulating services pay for their use and that the local 
community conserving the ecosystems receive a proper share of the benefits. #e methods used for dissemination 
should ensure that they not only provide the value estimates of regulating services but also provide the distribution 
of benefits associated with the use of those services and the costs of conserving ecosystems across all the relevant 
stakeholders.

As far as decision-makers are concerned, the task of valuation is to convince them that the benefits of conservation 
of ecosystems which would result in improved quality and flow of regulating services outweighs the costs. #e 
dissemination methods must demonstrate the contributions of regulating services to the local, regional, national 

and global economy so as to build support for the conservation of ecosystems that provide these services.

Broadly, strategies for effective communication include:

· Target the message to the audience: Different stakeholders have different information requirements. #ere is 
never ‘one size fits all’ for content or strategy. With an understanding of the information requirements and 
motivations of the stakeholders, the dissemination method can be designed to compel attention and action. 

· Use a variety of communication methods: #e purpose of valuation, type and range of stakeholders involved, 
and their role in decision-making would determine the appropriate form and approach to be used for 
dissemination of value estimates of regulating services. Methods range from conducting dissemination 
workshops, distributing leaflets or flyers that provide information in a brief and easily understandable manner, 
and other multimedia systems. More information on choosing appropriate communication, education and 
public awareness (CEPA) tools can be obtained from the website of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands 
website.

· Get feedback on communication approaches: After the communication strategies are implemented, one needs 
to gather feedback on them and how they could be improved. Is the intended audience receiving and 
understanding what is being communicated? Are the stakeholders being bombarded with information on 
value estimates or are the approaches also briefing on what can be done with these value estimates and their 
relevance?

Ecosystem valuation (particularly that of regulating services) is a new and emerging stream of science and it is 

essential that the value estimates and the methodologies used to arrive at these estimates are disseminated to a wide 

audience. Various on-line portals and databases are now available which provide access to existing literature, case 

studies and value estimates of regulating services from regions across the globe (for example see www.naturevaluation.

org). It is important to encourage and build more such portals which provide a platform for further discussion and 

exchange of information on the value of regulating services.
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10. Conclusion

The economic value of regulating services of ecosystems must be equated with the discounted net present 

value of the flows (Hanley and Barbier 2009). Decision makers while making choices about, for example, the 

conservation of urban floodplains or coastal wetlands, would like to see that the marginal benefit of conservation 

of urban or coastal wetlands equates with the marginal costs of its conservation. Typically, regulating services like 

bioremediation and nutrient cycling by wetlands are ignored as they are outside of the conventional market, the 

marginal cost of conservation exceeds the marginal benefit of conservation, providing and incomplete signal to the 

policy-makers. Social choice becomes suboptimal and inefficient. Valuation of regulating services in this context 

would make the decision efficient and optimal (Kumar et al. 2001). #ere are many other decision contexts where 

valuation of regulating services would be beneficial such as in public policy cost benefit analysis, the evaluation of 

damages to ecosystems and in resource allocation for conservation goals to name a few.

#ere have been numerous studies in recent years either advocating the need of inter-disciplinarity in economic 

valuation or actually demonstrating how the joint effort of ecology and economics can yield credible and acceptable 

estimates of economic value of ecosystem services (Heal 2005, Balmford 2002, Maler 2009, Hanley and Barbier 

2009, Naeem et al. 2009, Polasky 2009, Farley 2009, Kumar and Wood 2010).

After assessing the evidence base of valuation of regulating services across the world, and analyzing them, it emerges 

clearly that valuation of regulating services is still evolving and is in a nascent stage. #at definitely does not reflect 

its need by the decision-makers. While doing valuation of regulating services with the help of non market based, 

survey oriented methods, the usual precautions like size of samples, composition of respondents, gender specific 

responses must be kept in mind. #e numerators and investigators must acknowledge and embrace the fact that 

even if everything remains the same, the response of female would be different from the male respondents as the 

use pattern and dependence might vary across the gender. #ere are not many reliable studies based on sound 

ecological economic foundation using credible dataset acceptable to the policy-makers. #ere are few studies where 

the regulating services of ecosystem is correlated with biodiversity especially functional biodiversity (Tilman et al. 

1996). #e emerging challenges in valuation are bound to motivate economists and ecologists to come out with 

more studies in near future. 
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